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Motivation

Guided by issues of national and regional policy makers
1. How can we optimally use and intervene our regional entrepreneurial ecosystem to
enhance adaptivity?
2. How can we measure the effect of this crisis most actually? What are real-time
indicators of what’s going on in our region/municipality/sector?
3. Who are the firms in our region that also in times of crisis are open for innovation,
sustainability and digitalisation – to know, network and – if necessary - support
them?
As scientists:
1. How can we measure adaption on a real-time basis?
2. What is the effect of entrepreneurial ecosystems on recovery versus adaptation?
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Transdisciplinary Research & Advisory Project
Developing research tools in interaction with policymakers – monitoring policy
Platform of
Practice

Data Dashboard

Fundamental Research:
Economics, Geography, Public Administration, Data Science, Media
Studies,
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Methodology: transdicsiplinary research

Bridging between scientists and policymakers
1. Defining research questions in dialogue with practitioners and researchers
2. Building dashboards to give them the opportunity to have real-time insight on what’s going on, without the
need to wait for scientists.

3. Qualitive research at firms how they experience the COVID crisis and what they do to cope this crisis.
4. Analysing semi-open vacancy data and data on business dynamics
Vacancy data: N= >1 million/year
Firm data: N=0,8 million
5. On a regular basis (at least monthly) interviews with policy makers of (regional) government and (regional)
triple helix organisations.
6. Monthly transdisciplinary meetings with scientists and policymakers to analyse what’s going on, (possible)
interventions and what they both see as effects in practice.
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Rapid Respons Research: in interaction with policy makers
• 15 March 2020: lockdown in the Netherlands: dramatic expectations regarding economy and society

• April 2020: formation of a consortium, working with and for 40 regions and sectors.
• May 2020: formal start
• From June 3, 2020 onwards: Monthly interactive webinars with regions and sectors
• July 1, 2020: First dashboard, focus on unemployment and vacancies https://bit.ly/UWV-EVER
• From July 2020: research on entrepreneurship as source of adaptiveness
• From July 2020: Platform of Practice: sharing and investigating policy interventions
• At the same time: government policy focusses (successfully) on backing existing firms to prevent
them of losing job. The number of bankruptcies is historically low.
• March 2021: Third wave in the Netherlands, but also unexpected economic recovery

• June 15, 2021: Second dashboard, focus on Churn: https://birch-ever.shinyapps.io/EVERdashboard/
• January 4, 2022 Third dashboard on churn in firms
• February 24, 2022 Ukraine invasion creates another economic shock
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Our collective history of the last crisis: high shock
High impact of a shock gives room for adaptation to a higher (productivity) level
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On the long run, the Netherlands has a poor productivity pattern
After the 2010-2014 post crisis rise, productivity growth nearly stopped
Labour productivity in US, the Netherlands and EU27 2002-2021
(in 2020 US$)
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The COVID19 crisis could
have induced another
productivity rise …

But in The Netherlands the Covid crisis just lasted 5 quarters
Workforce 2003-2021 at different occupation levels
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The total growth of net 19 thousands persons in five quarters is the effect of growth in level 3 and level 4 and
diminishing jobs in level 1 and especially level 2.
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Niveau 4: zeer complexe taken, hbo/wo: leraar vo, musici, systeemanalist; 3: complexe taken: uitvoerder, vertegenwoordiger, jur. Secretaresse; 2: tot middelmatig
complexe taken: chauffeur, adm. medewerker, automonteur; 1: eenvoudig routinematig lichamelijk/handmatig werk: glazenwasser, bollenpeller keukenhulp

But what is the quality of economic recovery

Resistance and adaptiveness

Back to before or transforming to a new economy?
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Deep dive: what did incumbant firms experience and do?
A multiple case study in one region: Midden Brabant
• Looking at 69 innovative firms in Midden-Brabant
• In depth interviews with 10 firms
4 categories:
• National vs international
• 1,5m relevancy
4 strategies during crisis (Kraus et al 2020)
•
•
•
•

retrenchment (narrowing business activities),
persevering (sustaining business activities),
innovation (expanding business activities),
exit (exiting business activities).

6 elements of the EE: network, leadership, finance, talent,
knowledge, and intermediaries
Interviewed November/December 2021
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Typology based on Kraus, S., Clauss, T., Breier, M., Gast, J., Zardini, A., & Tiberius, V. (2020). The economics of COVID-19: initial empirical
.
evidence on how family firms in five European countries cope with the corona crisis. International Journal of Entrepreneurial behaviour &
Research. Analysis doen by Anja Fehres, The impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the business strategy of companies in Noord-Brabant. Thesis
2022. Using an algorithm, a list of 225 possibly innovative vacancies was selected. All the 225 companies were checked if they could be
seen as innovative companies by looking at their websites. Innovative companies had for example innovative vacancies, innovative
products, innovative culture, and innovative processes. Removing the non innovative companies and deleting the companies that didn’t
exist any more there a list of 69 companies resulted

How do firms experience the crisis: a double biased selection
'problems due to border closure, higher raw material
prices, and problems with international supply was time
consuming'
'as most IT companies, we experienced an increase in
demand since more activities needed to be online'
'as IT company working for the hospitality industry we
experienced fall in demand'.
'harder time getting financing'
'we decided to remove our production from Poland back
to the Netherlands and used this decision to move to a
bigger factory'
'we always have students from university but university
didn't bring us additional support'
'hiring more interns was easier because other companies
did not want them during the crisis’
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'we could hire people who got released from their
previous job due to the crisis'
'finding good people was already hard before the crisis,
and during the crisis people are less willing to change jobs'
'as an international firm building and organizing fairs and
exhibitions in several countries we used the covid prior to
develop new IT tools to give exhibitors the opportunity to
follow their possible clients digitally'
'we decided to let IT programmers go so that we could go
in a different direction and build our own platform'

'we experienced support from employers’ organization
VNO-NCW and firms specialized in privacy and online
security, we were able to spar with them.'
'our company benefited from the leadership from
network’ organization Station88 during the crisis.'

Qualitative research: what do firms experience and do?
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•

None of them choose only for
retrenchment

•

3 out of 10 innovative firms enhanced
their innovation during crisis

•

7 out of them chose for persevering

•

On every moment since March 2020,
they expected that the crisis would be
over within 3 months.

•

Two of them actively participated in a
organised regional ecosystem

•

But the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
quality was experienced by all firms:
they often lacked talent or finance

On average strong recovery in the NL – with big differences

-1% +5%
-6% +5%

-18% +18%

-2% +11%
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How can we distinguish adaptiveness from resistance?
Looking at growth and churn
Resistance = growth of the number new companies between (the start of) the two years.
Growth in the number of companies signals resistance.
Adaptiveness = change in sectoral composition of companies in the same period. A more
changing sectoral composition signals adaptation (‘churn’). Based on 79 SBI sectors.
Churn is a measure of the change in composition in firms. It is calculated by the sum of the absolute delta of firms in each sector between two moments divided
by the total number of firms in region. Thus, the higher the churn, the more the composition of firms has changed at t+1 compared to t. When comparing
regions, we use the excess churn. We correct churn with the existing total growth rate to reflect the rate of change in firm composition that does not contribute
to regional growth.
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Based on Findeisen & Südekum (2008). Industry churning and the evolution of cities: Evidence for Germany. Journal of Urban Economics 64 (2008) 326–339.

Resistance and adaptiveness in firms, measured by churn
A crisis accelerates change in the dynamics of companies
Resistance and adaptiveness for 40 regions

• The first covid year the churn was higher with a
mean of 1%. In ‘21-’22 the churn slowed down and
dropped below 0,5%.

Growth in number of firms

‘21-’22

‘19-’20
‘20-’21

Churn in firms over sectors
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• In a regular year the churn is between 0% and
1,5% on top of the growth in companies.

• This indicates that a crisis, forcefully, rearranges
the composition of companies over sectors. After a
crisis the composition changes slower than before
the crisis, but growth rates increase.
• From an economic perspective, the covid crisis
just lasted one year.

Resistance and adaptiveness can also be measured looking at job openings
Visible for each municipality in dashboard
Resistance = Growth of the number of job openings between
two quarters. A higher number of job openings signals a
recovering economy.

Resistance

Adaptiveness = Change of the composition of occupations in
vacancies between two quarters. More change in the
composition is a signal of adaptiveness.
The size of the dots shows total number of job openings

Adaptiveness
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Churn is a measure of the change in composition in vacancies. It is calculated by the sum of the
absolute delta of vacancies in each occupation group (o) between two times (t) divided by the total
number of vacancies (v) in region (r). Thus, the higher the churn, the more the composition of
vacancies has changed at t+1 compared to t. When comparing regions, we use the excess churn.
We correct churn with the existing total growth rate to reflect the rate of change in vacancy
composition that does not contribute to regional growth.

Looking at 40 Dutch regions
Resistance = Growth of the
number of job openings
between two quarters. A higher
number of job openings signals a
recovering economy.

Dynamics 20-21
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Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen

Adaptiveness: delta in composition of job openings

Delfzijl en omgeving

0,35

Adaptiveness = Change of the
composition of occupations in
vacancies between two quarters.
More change in the composition
is a signal of adaptiveness.
0,40

The size of the dots shows the
growth of the highest
occupation level (4 out of 1-4)

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem and adaptiveness
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
In the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
the economy is seen as an dynamic
network of actors and factors.
Entrepreneurship is the process
where individuals identifies
opportunities and are creating new
value. The strength of an
ecosystem decides if individuals
succeeds in this.
We suppose that regions with a
higher quality of their
entrepreneurial Ecosystem are able
to adapt their economy faster.
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Stam & Spigel 2014

We can also rank regions by data on the elements of their EE (2020)
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Stam, F. C., & Van der Starre, B., Hendricksen, T en Van den Toren, J.P., Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Index. Wendbaarheid in tijden van Covid -19. Utrecht University/Birch 2022.

Resistance and adaptiveness and Entrepreneurial Ecosystem 2020

0,25
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Back to before
Industrial regions
that shows strong
resistance but low
adaptiveness

Resistance: delta job openings
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Dynamics 20-21
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Transformation
Industrial regions that
showed adaptiveness and
often showed growth of
higher occupation level
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-0,25
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Impass
Not resistant and
adaptive after one
year

Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen

Adaptiveness: delta in composition of job openings

Regions with rank 5-8
on EE-index
Regions with lowest
EE-index

Oost-Groningen

Delfzijl en omgeving
Zuidwest-Overijssel
Delft en Westland
Zuidoost-Friesland
Achterhoek
0,1
Noord-Overijssel
Kop van Noord-Holland
West-NB
Zuidwest-Gelderland
Noord-Limburg Zuidoost-Zuid-Holland
0,05
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Arnhem/Nijmegen
Utrecht
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Alkmaar en omgeving
Aggl Den Haag
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0
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-0,05
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Aggl Haarlem
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IJmond
-0,1
Zaanstreek
Noord-Drenthe
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Het Gooi en Vechtstreek
Zuidwest-Friesland
-0,15
Groot-Amsterdam

Regions with highest
EE-index

Regions with rank 3336 on EE-index
0,40

Seeking
Didn’t show resistant
after one year yet, but
show changing
composition.

High-networked regions with
knowledge intensive activities (so
with a high-level EE) were able to
sustain their actual innovation
portfolio; weaker EE regions (in
peripheral industrial regions)
experienced a greater impact and
showed more churn - to a higher
level.

Summary-conclusions-discussion
1.

A crisis asks for resistance and gives opportunity for adaptation.

2.

Adaptation comes from incumbent firms - who decide to change their portfolio, visible in job openings - and from
new firms, when their activities differ from the firms that had to stop and the firms that stay.

3.

In the previous crisis the productivity hack was followed by productivity acceleration. A lot of firms had to stop or
re-organise. Human and financial capital was re-located to new firms and new activities.

4.

A multiple case study suggest that, in the 2020-2021 COVID crisis: (1) huge government support and (2)
uncertainty about the duration of the crisis, made that most firms choose for perseverance instead of innovation.

5.

Within this general pattern, regions differ in the impact they experienced from the crisis (CBS) and a lot of regions
tried to support their firms to persevere and accelerate.

6.

To monitor what happened in 40 Dutch regions, we looked at ‘churn’, both in firms and in jobs. The crisis,
forcefully, rearranged the portfolio of companies over sectors. After the crisis the composition changed even
slower than before the crisis. From an economic perspective, the covid crisis just lasted one year.

7.

So far, a higher entrepreneurial ecosystem quality has led to fast recovery but not led to more adaptation. Highnetworked regions with knowledge intensive activities (so with a high-level entrepreneurial ecosystem) were able
to sustain their actual innovation portfolio; weaker EE regions (in peripheral industrial regions) experienced a
greater impact and showed more churn – often to a higher level.
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Thank you!
Email:
Jan Peter van den Toren: janpeter.vandentoren@birch.nl
Bas van der Starre: bas.vanderstarre@birch.nl
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